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Marc Thiessen says forget about Bain, the real scandal is Obama's public equity 
investments.  
... Amazingly, Obama has declared that all the projects received funding “based solely on their 
merits.” But as Hoover Institution scholar Peter Schweizer reported in his book, “Throw Them All 
Out,” fully 71 percent of the Obama Energy Department’s grants and loans went to “individuals 
who were bundlers, members of Obama’s National Finance Committee, or large donors to the 
Democratic Party.” Collectively, these Obama cronies raised $457,834 for his campaign, and 
they were in turn approved for grants or loans of nearly $11.35 billion. Obama said this week it’s 
not the president’s job “to make a lot of money for investors.” Well, he sure seems to have made 
a lot of (taxpayer) money for investors in his political machine.  

All that cronyism and corruption is catching up with the administration. According to Politico, 
“The Energy Department’s inspector general has launched more than 100 criminal 
investigations” related to the department’s green-energy programs.  

Now the man who made Solyndra a household name says Mitt Romney’s record at Bain Capital 
“is what this campaign is going to be about.” Good luck with that, Mr. President. If Obama wants 
to attack Romney’s alleged private equity failures as chief executive of Bain, he’d better be 
ready to defend his own massive public equity failures as chief executive of the United States.  

  
  
Politico reports on Obama's shaky start.  
Noting inspires Democrats like the Barack Obama swagger — the supreme self-confidence on 
stage, the self-certainty in private.  

So nothing inspires more angst than when that same Obama stumbles, as he has leaving the 
gate in 2012. 

That’s the unmistakable reality for Democrats since Obama officially launched his reelection 
campaign three weeks ago. Obama, not Mitt Romney, is the one with the muddled message — 
and the one who often comes across as baldly political. Obama, not Romney, is the one facing 
blowback from his own party on the central issue of the campaign so far — Romney’s history 
with Bain Capital. And most remarkably, Obama, not Romney, is the one falling behind in 
fundraising. 

To top it off, Vice President Joe Biden has looked more like a distraction this month than the 
potent working-class weapon Obama needs him to be. ... 

... Romney has surprised his many critics with a clear and consistent focus on the economy, 
hands down the issue of the race. After months of missteps, the guy looks steady and 
disciplined again, much like he did in the early days of the GOP primaries. By playing to his 
strength, he has masked his weaknesses — for now. 



By contrast, Obama has looked unsteady. Some Democrats have watched with dismay as the 
focus of Obama’s public comments bounced from student loans, to tax cuts for the rich, to trade, 
to Bain Capital. 

Bain has turned into pain this week. For the first time, some top Democrats are questioning the 
strategy coming out of the reelection campaign’s Chicago headquarters, with some agreeing 
with Newark Mayor Cory Booker that Obama is making it too easy to paint him as anti-business. 
Ed Rendell and Steve Rattner also have publicly voiced concerns, echoed by many others in 
private conversations. The result has been a minor but very public split in the party on an issue 
Obama’s camp hoped would tag Romney with a series of crippling labels: elitist, mean-spirited, 
anti-worker. ... 

... Some key Democrats say they have been dismayed watching Obama become a divider not a 
uniter, trying to incite anger among women, students and older voters. It’s striking how, in 
private conversations with Obama advisers, they openly talk of chucking the feel-good politics of 
2008 for a very conventional form of political warfare this time around. A low-grade friction has 
emerged among advisers on whether the hack approach is damaging the brand. ... 

  
John Steele Gordon suggests if Obamaphobes think the president is a dim bulb, 
they're making a mistake.  
  
  
Daily Caller posts on David Brooks' dislike of Obama Bain Strategy.  
Brooks called one ad, which blamed Romney for a steel plant closing, little more than “a whole 
series of falsehoods.” 

“And, finally, I just think the Obama administration, or the campaign has demeaned itself with a 
series of falsehoods. They released this ad which had a whole series of falsehoods. The one 
was that this steel company, GST, was a healthy company until Bain took it over, which the ad 
suggests — completely untrue.” 

Brooks added that some of these attacks blamed Romney for Bain’s activities long after the 
former Massachusetts governor had left the company. 

“Second, [the idea] that Romney was part of throwing people out on the street when they finally 
did have to close this failing company,” he continued. “He was long gone from Bain. And then, 
finally, that these private equity companies load debt onto businesses. There is a study, though, 
reported in my newspaper. There is no more debt, no more default in these companies than in 
other comparable companies. So, it’s this whole series of things which were untrue, which make 
Obama seem much more like a conventional politician.” 

  
  
Howard Kurtz reports on a biography of Walter Cronkite.  
In the early 1970s, the most trusted man in America did a very untrustworthy thing. 

Unbeknownst to the millions who tuned in religiously to the CBS Evening News, Walter Cronkite 
cut a deal with Pan Am to fly his family to vacation spots around the world. Together with a 



handful of friends, they roamed from the South Pacific to Haiti, with Cronkite snorkeling, 
swimming, and drinking, thanks to a friend at the airline. According to Douglas Brinkley’s 
sweeping and masterful biography Cronkite, the news division president, Dick Salant, was upset 
at what he deemed a blatant conflict of interest, but took no action against his star anchor. 

This was not the Cronkite I grew up admiring from the time I watched his image flickering on a 
small black-and-white set, the voice of authority in an age when we still revered, without a trace 
of cynicism, those who spoon-fed us the news. 

I got to know Cronkite after his anchoring days as a charming, hard-of-hearing, slightly stodgy 
spokesman for old-fashioned news values against the encroachment of tabloid entertainment. 
There was a certain sadness about him, an old warrior who sorely missed being in the trenches. 
He was a creature of a simpler time, telling me in 2002 that the network newscasts should be all 
headlines and no features, seemingly ignoring the rhythms of the Internet age. 

In reading this first major biography of Cronkite, I came to realize that the man who once 
dominated television journalism was more complicated—and occasionally more unethical—than 
the legend that surrounds him. Had Cronkite engaged in some of the same questionable 
conduct today—he secretly bugged a committee room at the 1952 GOP convention—he would 
have been bashed by the blogs, pilloried by the pundits, and quite possibly ousted by his 
employer. That he endured and prospered, essentially unscathed, until his death in 2009 
reminded me of how impervious the monopoly media were in those days, largely shielded from 
the scrutiny they inflicted on everyone else. 

“Nobody wanted to go after Walter Cronkite,” Brinkley says. Within CBS “he became a force of 
nature. He could almost dictate anything he wanted. He was the franchise.” 

  
 
 
 

  
Washington Post 
Forget Bain — Obama’s public-equity record is the real scandal 
by Marc A. Thiessen 

Despite a growing backlash from his fellow Democrats, President Obama has doubled down on 
his attacks on Mitt Romney’s tenure at Bain Capital. But the strategy could backfire in ways 
Obama did not anticipate. After all, if Romney’s record in private equity is fair game, then so is 
Obama’s record in public equity — and that record is not pretty. 

Since taking office, Obama has invested billions of taxpayer dollars in private businesses, 
including as part of his stimulus spending bill. Many of those investments have turned out to be 
unmitigated disasters — leaving in their wake bankruptcies, layoffs, criminal investigations and 
taxpayers on the hook for billions. Consider just a few examples of Obama’s public equity 
failures: 

● Raser Technologies. In 2010, the Obama administration gave Raser a $33 million taxpayer-
funded grant to build a power plant in Beaver Creek, Utah. According to the Wall Street Journal, 



after burning through our tax dollars, the company filed for bankruptcy protection in 2012. The 
plant now has fewer than 10 employees, and Raser owes $1.5 million in back taxes.  

● ECOtality. The Obama administration gave ECOtality $126.2 million in taxpayer money in 
2009 for, among other things, the installation of 14,000 electric car chargers in five states. 
Obama even hosted the company’s president, Don Karner, in the first lady’s box during the 
2010 State of the Union address as an example of a stimulus success story. According to 
ECOtality’s own SEC filings, the company has since incurred more than $45 million in losses 
and has told the federal government, “We may not achieve or sustain profitability on a quarterly 
or annual basis in the future.”  

Worse, according to CBS News the company is “under investigation for insider trading,” and 
Karner has been subpoenaed “for any and all documentation surrounding the public 
announcement of the first Department of Energy grant to the company.” 

● Nevada Geothermal Power (NGP). The Obama administration gave NGP a $98.5 million 
taxpayer loan guarantee in 2010. The New York Times reported last October that the company 
is in “financial turmoil” and that “[a]fter a series of technical missteps that are draining Nevada 
Geothermal’s cash reserves, its own auditor concluded in a filing released last week that there 
was ‘significant doubt about the company’s ability to continue as a going concern.’�”  

● First Solar. The Obama administration provided First Solar with more than $3 billion in loan 
guarantees for power plants in Arizona and California. According to a Bloomberg Businessweek 
report last week, the company “fell to a record low in Nasdaq Stock Market trading May 4 after 
reporting $401 million in restructuring costs tied to firing 30 percent of its workforce.”  

● Abound Solar, Inc. The Obama administration gave Abound Solar a $400 million loan 
guarantee to build photovoltaic panel factories. According to Forbes, in February the company 
halted production and laid off 180 employees.  

● Beacon Power. The Obama administration gave Beacon — a green-energy storage company 
— a $43 million loan guarantee. According to CBS News, at the time of the loan, “Standard and 
Poor’s had confidentially given the project a dismal outlook of ‘CCC-plus.’ ” In the fall of 2011, 
Beacon received a delisting notice from Nasdaq and filed for bankruptcy. 

This is just the tip of the iceberg. A company called SunPower got a $1.2 billion loan guarantee 
from the Obama administration, and as of January, the company owed more than it was worth. 
Brightsource got a $1.6 billion loan guarantee and posted a string of net losses totaling $177 
million. And, of course, let’s not forget Solyndra — the solar panel manufacturer that received 
$535 million in taxpayer-funded loan guarantees and went bankrupt, leaving taxpayers on the 
hook.  

Amazingly, Obama has declared that all the projects received funding “based solely on their 
merits.” But as Hoover Institution scholar Peter Schweizer reported in his book, “Throw Them All 
Out,” fully 71 percent of the Obama Energy Department’s grants and loans went to “individuals 
who were bundlers, members of Obama’s National Finance Committee, or large donors to the 
Democratic Party.” Collectively, these Obama cronies raised $457,834 for his campaign, and 
they were in turn approved for grants or loans of nearly $11.35 billion. Obama said this week it’s 



not the president’s job “to make a lot of money for investors.” Well, he sure seems to have made 
a lot of (taxpayer) money for investors in his political machine.  

All that cronyism and corruption is catching up with the administration. According to Politico, 
“The Energy Department’s inspector general has launched more than 100 criminal 
investigations” related to the department’s green-energy programs.  

Now the man who made Solyndra a household name says Mitt Romney’s record at Bain Capital 
“is what this campaign is going to be about.” Good luck with that, Mr. President. If Obama wants 
to attack Romney’s alleged private equity failures as chief executive of Bain, he’d better be 
ready to defend his own massive public equity failures as chief executive of the United States.  

  
  
Politico 
Obama stumbles out of the gate 
by Mike Allen and Jim VandeHei 
  
Noting inspires Democrats like the Barack Obama swagger — the supreme self-confidence on 
stage, the self-certainty in private.  

So nothing inspires more angst than when that same Obama stumbles, as he has leaving the 
gate in 2012. 

That’s the unmistakable reality for Democrats since Obama officially launched his reelection 
campaign three weeks ago. Obama, not Mitt Romney, is the one with the muddled message — 
and the one who often comes across as baldly political. Obama, not Romney, is the one facing 
blowback from his own party on the central issue of the campaign so far — Romney’s history 
with Bain Capital. And most remarkably, Obama, not Romney, is the one falling behind in 
fundraising. 

To top it off, Vice President Joe Biden has looked more like a distraction this month than the 
potent working-class weapon Obama needs him to be. 



      

National polls, which had shown Obama with a slight but steady lead over Romney through 
April, moved into a virtual tie this month — despite Romney’s clumsy conclusion to the GOP 
race. 

Surely, all of this could prove to be ephemeral and meaningless in the arc of a long presidential 
contest. One Democratic consultant who often advises the campaign said that although Obama 
has spent a few weeks on the defensive, top Obama aides are unfazed. 

“These guys don’t panic, don’t turn into a circular firing squad, don’t doubt their strategy,” the 
consultant said. 

But for now, it’s impossible to overlook the early struggles of a White House and political team 
notorious for discipline and effectiveness. Consider the rocks that piled up in Obama’s backpack 
this week as he and Romney moved into the opening phase of the general election campaign: 

* Romney has surprised his many critics with a clear and consistent focus on the economy, 
hands down the issue of the race. After months of missteps, the guy looks steady and 
disciplined again, much like he did in the early days of the GOP primaries. By playing to his 
strength, he has masked his weaknesses — for now. 

By contrast, Obama has looked unsteady. Some Democrats have watched with dismay as the 
focus of Obama’s public comments bounced from student loans, to tax cuts for the rich, to trade, 
to Bain Capital. 

* Bain has turned into pain this week. For the first time, some top Democrats are questioning the 
strategy coming out of the reelection campaign’s Chicago headquarters, with some agreeing 
with Newark Mayor Cory Booker that Obama is making it too easy to paint him as anti-business. 
Ed Rendell and Steve Rattner also have publicly voiced concerns, echoed by many others in 
private conversations. The result has been a minor but very public split in the party on an issue 



Obama’s camp hoped would tag Romney with a series of crippling labels: elitist, mean-spirited, 
anti-worker. 

“I feel like they are overly relying on the have-nots out-voting the haves,” said one well-known 
Democrat close to the campaign. “The economy has gotten a lot better for a lot of people. 
Instead of making those people feel good about growing businesses, the campaign seems to 
assume that angry people will prevail. There were successful business leaders in the 2008 
coalition, who wanted to use their success to do good. We’re losing that inspiration.” 

An Obama campaign official responded: “A few elites in the Northeast Corridor have had a 
different reaction to the discussion of Mitt Romney’s record than most Americans. Hundreds of 
thousands of voters have seen the full version of [the Obama campaign’s] ‘Steel’ [ad] online, 
and the response has been such that we expanded the buy in Ohio. … Mayor Booker’s 
comments weren’t anticipated, but they did drive a discussion of Romney’s history of profiting off 
of bankrupting companies on all three network newscasts. 

* Some key Democrats say they have been dismayed watching Obama become a divider not a 
uniter, trying to incite anger among women, students and older voters. It’s striking how, in 
private conversations with Obama advisers, they openly talk of chucking the feel-good politics of 
2008 for a very conventional form of political warfare this time around. A low-grade friction has 
emerged among advisers on whether the hack approach is damaging the brand. 

“This guy’s narrative is to be big,” complained one veteran of the 2008 campaign. “How do you 
capture that in a campaign when all anybody is focused on is the daily tit-for-tat? He has to get 
up and out of it. … The campaign jumps so quickly into these fights that it distracts from what 
the president is doing.” 

But the Obama team anticipates a nasty campaign on both sides, one that will look different 
from 2008 in another way: Obama can’t expand the map the way he did last time out, so he’ll 
need to grind out close victories in tough states to prevail. That’s all about ginning up the base 
with us-versus-them politics, not high-flying, high-minded oratory. 

* The jobs picture darkened just as Obama launched his campaign, undercutting his central 
pitch. 

After a series of promising jobs reports through the winter, the figures for the past two months 
were once again disappointing. That makes it harder for Obama to argue that the country is 
clearly headed in the right direction, and easier for Romney to contend that recovery will only 
come with change. 

In a Washington Post/ABC News poll this week, nearly twice as many people said they were 
worse off financially under Obama than said they were better off. And more than half the 
respondents disapproved of Obama’s handling of the economy, for the 20th poll in a row. 

“Now it’s back to the new normal: Jobs are hovering at a level that doesn’t make any real 
progress, along with people continuing to drop out of the workforce,” said Matt McDonald of 
Hamilton Place Strategies, who is an outside consultant to the Romney campaign. 



The next monthly jobs report comes out next Friday, offering the possibility that this narrative will 
be cemented, or diluted. 

James Carville, while generally praising the campaign, said: “I’ve always had an issue with them 
talking about things getting better. When you say that, you kind of signal to people that they 
don’t feel it yet. And in a weird way, you’re telling them you’re kind of out of touch.” 

* New worries swept European economies, with potential ripple effects as U.S. corporations and 
investors fret about the economic chaos that could ensue if a beleaguered Greece pulls out of 
the European Union. The term “Grexit” — for Greek exit — spread along with a darker mood on 
Wall Street. The situation is beyond Obama’s control, with huge potential for global disruption. If 
nothing else, it’s a reminder how Obama’s prospects are held hostage by an economy held 
hostage by European woes. 

* Biden, who looked like he was going to be an asset with Rust Belt swing voters who have 
become increasingly skeptical of Obama, instead could wind up as a drag on the ticket. A USA 
Today/Gallup poll this week found more people viewed him unfavorably than viewed him 
favorably. That was the first time Biden’s numbers were underwater as vice president, with even 
worse numbers in swing states than the nation as a whole. 

* Biden put his boss in a jam by forcing Obama’s hand in announcing his support for gay 
marriage — making his position look crass and wobbly, rather than brave or historic, as it could 
have if it had been rolled out as a surprise and framed by the White House rather than by 
opponents and the media. 

Obama admitted that he had made the decision months ago and his aides said he was holding 
his announcement until closer to the Democratic National Convention, making it look like he was 
playing games with what many influential Democrats consider to be the top civil-rights issue of 
our time. 

* Putting aside how the decision was announced, several polls have found that the substance of 
it has proved to be at best a wash nationally — giving him no bump — at the same time that 
Democratic strategists expect it to hurt him in key regions of two of the swingest of swing states, 
Virginia and Ohio, where Obama is holding narrow leads in the polls. 

“It ain’t gonna play good in some places — that’s for sure,” Carville said. 

The Obama campaign official replied, “With GOP super PACs added in, there’s no doubt the 
GOP could be at parity with us on the air. But the Romney campaign faces a danger in 
outsourcing their message to super PACs. And while we’re building the largest grass-roots 
campaign in history on the ground, they made a huge mistake in not replicating the strong 
ground organization that was critical to reelecting President Bush.” 

* After the luxury of quietly building the campaign while the Republicans brawled, Obama’s team 
now is being second-guessed as they begin to show their cards, and ramp up their state-by-
state organizing. 



Sue Dvorsky, the Democratic chairman in the swing state of Iowa, said: “I understand they’re a 
big organization and they’re running a 50-state strategy. But sometimes when we need a 
decision, I’d like to get it faster.” 

* Obama could lose the money race. He smashed fundraising records in 2008, but Romney and 
his allies have outraised Obama and his backers $402 million to $340 million in this cycle so far, 
POLITICO found in an analysis that included super PACs, party committees and the campaign. 

It’s surprising for a challenger’s side to be at parity with an incumbent, let alone ahead. But 
Obama has found fundraising to be harder than expected, in part because he has alienated so 
many financial-services executives with his rhetoric and policies. In addition, the Obama-
blessed super PACs have been slow to get off the ground — in part because some donors 
apparently have Obama’s admonitions about big money perverting the system still ringing in 
their ears from 2008. 

The Obama official said: “The president didn’t support gay marriage because the politics were 
clear or easy, he did it because it was the right thing to do. If Mitt Romney wants to engage on 
this topic, he’ll have to explain why he doesn’t support civil unions like President Bush did in 
2004, which could roll back a whole host of rights and benefits for gay couples, and why he 
wants to enshrine discrimination into the Constitution by passing a federal marriage 
amendment.” 

* Polls show that Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker, a Republican, is likely to survive his recall 
election on June 5, providing a psychological boost to Republicans in a swing state in the Rust 
Belt, and likely touching off second-guessing among labor on the left over whether it was a 
mistake to pick such a high-profile fight — and pour so much money into it – in the midst of a 
neck-and-neck presidential race. 

  
  
Contentions 
Is Obama Not So Smart? Check Your Facts 
by John Steele Gordon 

Real Clear Politics this morning linked to a column by Jack Kelly of the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette 
entitled “Obama Is Not That Bright.” In it he wrote, 

Could it be that Mr. Obama’s “superior intellect” is a myth created by journalists to mask what 
may be the thinnest resume of anyone ever elected president? An example of puffery is the 
description of Mr. Obama as a former “professor of constitutional law.” Mr. Obama was a part 
time instructor at the University of Chicago Law School, without the title or status of professor. 
And, according to blogger Doug Ross, he wasn’t very popular with the real professors. 

“I spent some time with the highest tenured faculty member at Chicago Law a few months 
back,” Mr. Ross wrote in March 2010. “According to my professor friend, [Obama] had the 
lowest intellectual capacity in the building. … The other professors hated him because he was 
lazy, unqualified.” 



As readers of this blog have probably noticed, I’m not the national president of the Obama Fan 
Club, so this was music to my ears. But was it true? It’s the oldest dictum in journalism that, “if 
your mother says she loves you, check it out,” a splendid idea all too often honored in the 
breach. So I checked it out. 

Fortunately for me, that was easy because the Harry A. Bigelow Distinguished Service 
Professor of Law at the University of Chicago Law School, Douglas G. Baird, is my first cousin 
(the “G” stands for Gordon). So I asked him about the quote and about the possibility that the 
reason Obama has refused to release his academic records was that his grades weren’t all that 
good. Here’s what he wrote back: 

… The idea that Obama had lousy grades is demonstrably untrue. He graduated magna from 
Harvard Law, which means that he was at least in the top 15 or 20 percent of his class at HLS. 
Most of the exams are blindly graded. I don’t want to argue about the relevance of grades, but 
the idea that they weren’t very good is just not right. 

It also mischaracterizes his position at Chicago to say that he was only a part-time instructor. 
Not being full-time was a matter of his choosing. (He wanted to pursue a political career. Our 
efforts to persuade him to teach fulltime at Chicago didn’t succeed. With respect to this, I should 
emphasize that I’m not speaking with second-hand knowledge. As dean at the time, I was the 
relevant decision maker.) Moreover, he was a “senior lecturer.” This is not your typical part-time 
instructor. At the time, it was a position reserved for people who would otherwise be full-time 
faculty, but who choose not to. (He got full medical benefits, large office, secretary, and faculty-
type perks that were given only to [Richard] Posner and [Frank] Easterbrook [who are vastly 
distinguished appellate federal judges as well as senior lecturers at the law school], and not any 
other adjuncts.) 

To say that some professors hated him because he was unqualified is mystifying. His 
credentials (president of HLR and magna) are completely traditional law professor credentials. 
His classes were consistently popular. He spent relatively little time schmoozing with faculty or 
hanging out with them (and this, at least in retrospect, has made at least one conservative 
colleague speak ill of him), but this is different from him being unqualified. 

Someone who says Obama is not smart is someone who hasn’t met him. I’m completely 
confident you wouldn’t like him if you met him and you would think him ideological and not warm 
and fuzzy, but I would be stunned if you didn’t think he was smart. 

Doug is undoubtedly right that I wouldn’t like Obama if I met him, which I haven’t (White House 
invitations have been notably sparse the last three years for some mysterious reason). And his 
ideological mindset is a big reason for that. A rigid ideology, after all, can make very bright 
people act stupidly. 

  
  
 
 
 
 
 



Daily Caller 
David Brooks sours on Obama over anti-Bain ads: Administration, campaign 
‘demeaned itself’ 
by Jeff Poor 

The tone of this year’s presidential campaign between President Barack Obama and former 
Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney has been very different from the the atmosphere of the 2008 
race, when Obama squared off against then-Sen. Hillary Clinton and Arizona Republican Sen. 
John McCain. 

Gone are the mantras of “hope” and “change.” Negative campaign advertisements have taken 
their place, like one recently released by the Obama campaign attacking Romney for his time at 
Bain Capital. This negative campaigning, according to New York Times columnist David Brooks, 
hurts not just Romney, but also Obama. 

“I sort of think this debate hurts both candidates,” Brooks said Friday on PBS’s “NewsHour.” “I 
think Bain is not popular. It is not well-known. Most Americans don’t know what Bain is, but it is 
not popular, the idea that he was in some sort of weird consulting group. It’s not popular. And so 
I do think they are exploiting it for a reason. Nonetheless, I do think hurts Obama, because it 
makes him look like a very conventional politician. I don’t think, if you are a liberal Democrat, 
you want to be seen attacking business. People may not love business. They like it a lot better 
than government. And they don’t want to see an anti-business Democrat.” 

Brooks called one ad, which blamed Romney for a steel plant closing, little more than “a whole 
series of falsehoods.” 

“And, finally, I just think the Obama administration, or the campaign has demeaned itself with a 
series of falsehoods. They released this ad which had a whole series of falsehoods. The one 
was that this steel company, GST, was a healthy company until Bain took it over, which the ad 
suggests — completely untrue.” 

Brooks added that some of these attacks blamed Romney for Bain’s activities long after the 
former Massachusetts governor had left the company. 

“Second, [the idea] that Romney was part of throwing people out on the street when they finally 
did have to close this failing company,” he continued. “He was long gone from Bain. And then, 
finally, that these private equity companies load debt onto businesses. There is a study, though, 
reported in my newspaper. There is no more debt, no more default in these companies than in 
other comparable companies. So, it’s this whole series of things which were untrue, which make 
Obama seem much more like a conventional politician.” 

Washington Post columnist Ruth Marcus agreed generally with Brooks, but also placed some of 
the blame on Newark, N.J. Mayor Cory Booker’s remarks last Sunday on NBC’s “Meet the 
Press.” 

“Well, in a sense, David is right — they are both hurt,” Marcus said. “I think one of the reasons 
we’re talking about Bain for a second week in a row is that we had the experience on Sunday of 
the Obama surrogate Newark Mayor Cory Booker, who said he found it nauseating that these 
attacks were coming up. If I were the candidates, I would get together very quietly — and this is 



my modest proposal to them — just have a pact that whatever — that your surrogate is going to 
say something really dumb and damaging to you. My surrogate is going to say really dumb and 
damaging to me. Let’s pretend they don’t exist.” 

Brooks compared Obama’s 2008 campaign to his 2012 effort, noting the differences and 
suggesting Obama is running the risk of turning away a large number of independents. 

“To me, one of the major questions of the Obama campaign is — he campaigned in 2008 as an 
untraditional candidate,” Brooks said. “Now, he did plenty of negative ads and all that. 
Nonetheless, he was something very different. People were disgusted by politics could really be 
inspired by Obama, because it was a very different campaign. And, privately, they would say, 
‘We’re not going run a Clinton-type campaign. We’re not going to be conventional politicians.’” 

“And so they really got a lot of independents excited,” Brooks continued. “Now they are running 
a completely traditional campaign, literally regurgitating the exact same ad that Ted Kennedy 
ran against Mitt Romney. And so have they decided, we have just got to win this way? Or are 
they losing something? I think they’re losing something by being so conventional.” 

  
  
Daily Beast  
New Biography of CBS Newsman Walter Cronkite Dents His Halo  
Junkets. A liberal bias. And unconscionable shading of a major story. A new biography 
reveals how much has changed in America’s news culture.  
by Howard Kurtz  

In the early 1970s, the most trusted man in America did a very untrustworthy thing. 

Unbeknownst to the millions who tuned in religiously to the CBS Evening News, Walter Cronkite 
cut a deal with Pan Am to fly his family to vacation spots around the world. Together with a 
handful of friends, they roamed from the South Pacific to Haiti, with Cronkite snorkeling, 
swimming, and drinking, thanks to a friend at the airline. According to Douglas Brinkley’s 
sweeping and masterful biography Cronkite, the news division president, Dick Salant, was upset 
at what he deemed a blatant conflict of interest, but took no action against his star anchor. 

This was not the Cronkite I grew up admiring from the time I watched his image flickering on a 
small black-and-white set, the voice of authority in an age when we still revered, without a trace 
of cynicism, those who spoon-fed us the news. 

I got to know Cronkite after his anchoring days as a charming, hard-of-hearing, slightly stodgy 
spokesman for old-fashioned news values against the encroachment of tabloid entertainment. 
There was a certain sadness about him, an old warrior who sorely missed being in the trenches. 
He was a creature of a simpler time, telling me in 2002 that the network newscasts should be all 
headlines and no features, seemingly ignoring the rhythms of the Internet age. 

In reading this first major biography of Cronkite, I came to realize that the man who once 
dominated television journalism was more complicated—and occasionally more unethical—than 
the legend that surrounds him. Had Cronkite engaged in some of the same questionable 
conduct today—he secretly bugged a committee room at the 1952 GOP convention—he would 



have been bashed by the blogs, pilloried by the pundits, and quite possibly ousted by his 
employer. That he endured and prospered, essentially unscathed, until his death in 2009 
reminded me of how impervious the monopoly media were in those days, largely shielded from 
the scrutiny they inflicted on everyone else. 

“Nobody wanted to go after Walter Cronkite,” Brinkley says. Within CBS “he became a force of 
nature. He could almost dictate anything he wanted. He was the franchise.” 

The book, written with the cooperation of Cronkite and his family, recounts the remarkable 
career for which he is justly revered: the forging of a no-nonsense newscast that began as a 
mere 15 minutes; the tireless (bordering on worshipful) chronicling of the space program; the 
dogged reporting in Vietnam that helped turn the country against the war; the lengthy segments 
on Watergate that elevated the scandal to a national obsession. Cronkite was a rigorous 
newsman, trained at the venerable United Press and blessed with the ability to expound 
extemporaneously on television. 

 

But he was far more liberal than the public believed, and he let it show in unacceptable ways. 
Had Cronkite pulled such stunts today, I would probably be among those calling for him to step 
down. 

Barry Goldwater distrusted him from the start, and with good reason. On the day of John F. 
Kennedy’s assassination, Cronkite nodded his head in thinly veiled contempt when handed a 
note on air that the Arizona senator had said “no comment.” Goldwater was attending his 
mother-in-law’s funeral that day. 

“Whether or not Senator Goldwater wins the nomination,” Cronkite told viewers another day, “he 
is going places, the first place being Germany.” Although Goldwater had merely accepted an 
invitation to visit a U.S. Army facility there, correspondent Daniel Schorr said he was launching 
his campaign in “the center of Germany’s right wing.” During Goldwater’s speech at the 1964 
convention, some conservatives fed up with the networks gave Cronkite the finger. 



Four years later, after Cronkite had belatedly turned against LBJ’s Vietnam War, he met 
privately with Robert Kennedy. “You must announce your intention to run against Johnson, to 
show people there will be a way out of this terrible war,” he said in Kennedy’s Senate office. 
Soon afterward, Cronkite got an exclusive interview in which Kennedy left the door open for a 
possible run—the very candidacy that the anchor had urged him to undertake. (Kennedy 
announced three days later.) I am shaking my head at the spectacle of a network anchor 
secretly urging a politician to mount a White House campaign—and then interviewing him about 
that very question. This was duplicitous, a major breach of trust. 

Once Richard Nixon took office, his unscrupulous aide Chuck Colson launched an investigation 
of Cronkite’s record in hopes of exposing him as a Kennedy liberal. And he struck pay dirt in 
examining Cronkite’s CBS radio broadcasts, where the anchor was far more opinionated and 
regularly dished what Brinkley calls “over-the-top commentary full of pro-Democratic 
partisanship.” Cronkite asked, for example, why more Americans weren’t livid with the 
administration for covering up the My Lai massacre. 

“I thought that some day the roof was going to fall in ... I don’t know why to this day I got away 
with it,” Cronkite is quoted as saying years later. But he often gave himself deniability with 
linguistic hedging. Cronkite once told me his liberalism “affected how I looked at the world” but 
not his reporting. 

 
Cronkite denied charges that CBS brass ordered newscasters to “go soft on Nixon.”  

Cronkite’s public persona was that of a pipe-puffing family man. But after covering Nixon’s 
historic visit to China, he let loose with a night of partying in San Francisco. Cronkite and a 
colleague went to an infamous topless bar, and he was later spotted dining with a go-go dancer 
in a miniskirt and plunging neckline. Cronkite drew a bit of tabloid attention for his exploits; I can 
only imagine what TMZ would have done with the inevitable paparazzi shots. 

There were more serious infractions as well. In what would likely be deemed a firing offense 
today, Cronkite blatantly manipulated an interview with LBJ shortly before Johnson died. 



According to Brinkley, his producer spliced the footage in unflattering ways, reshooting Cronkite 
asking the questions so it appeared that he was nodding or raising his eyebrows in disgust 
when Johnson talked about Vietnam. LBJ saw a rough cut and pronounced it “dirty pool”; I 
would call it a video version of lying. Under pressure from the former president’s team, CBS 
undid the misleading editing, so the public never learned of the deception. 

It turns out that the most trusted man didn’t always tell the truth. In 1974 Cronkite got into a spat 
with the rebellious Schorr, flatly denying the charge that CBS executives had ordered the 
evening news to “go soft on Nixon” as the president was resigning. But Cronkite’s denial was 
misleading. As Salant later acknowledged, “we in CBS management ... telephoned the 
correspondents who would be covering the story that night to remind them that it was not a time, 
no matter how any of them felt ... for gloating remarks or for editorial attacks.” So Cronkite’s 
outrage was bogus. 

If his reputation as the nation’s top-rated anchor was unassailable, that may be because he 
guarded it so fiercely. Back in 1962, he had agreed to narrate a Pentagon propaganda film 
called The Eagle’s Talon, warning that “an aggressive Communist tide has spread in Europe 
and Asia to engulf its neighbors” and that China “has plans to dominate Asia by mass murder.” 
As Brinkley writes, “There he was, a civilian broadcaster, dressed in the full uniform of a U.S. 
Marine colonel, narrating gobbledy-gook about the ‘Red Threat.’” 

A decade later, Cronkite learned that his embarrassing role was going to be highlighted in a 
Roger Mudd documentary for CBS, The Selling of the Pentagon. He complained bitterly, 
demanding that the section about him be removed. But Salant, the news chief, refused, and he 
was right: the network would have been denounced as hypocritical for protecting one of its own. 

Looking back, Cronkite’s virtual immunity as a public figure is troubling. But I see an upside as 
well: he wielded his enormous clout on behalf of muscular journalism. As Vietnam and 
Watergate eroded public confidence in government, Cronkite emerged as a new kind of 
authority figure, his public image unsullied by the grime of politics. What a stunning contrast to 
the corrosive distrust of the news business today. 

As everyone from presidents to astronauts catered to him, Cronkite used that access to drive 
unflinching coverage of civil rights, corruption, and especially the morass of Vietnam—when his 
own reporting led him to declare that ill-fated conflict a stalemate. When LBJ said that “if I’ve lost 
Cronkite, I’ve lost the country,” he was acknowledging that a single newsman had the power to 
change a national narrative. Cronkite hadn’t gone further than many other commentators, but he 
alone had the standing to move public opinion. 

That aura made him a player on the world stage. When Cronkite prodded Anwar Sadat into 
saying he was willing to visit Israel and Menachem Begin into saying he would welcome the 
Egyptian leader, he emerged as a Middle East power broker. When Cronkite asked Gerald Ford 
at the 1980 Republican convention whether there would be a “co-presidency” if he agreed to be 
Ronald Reagan’s running mate, Ford’s failure to challenge the characterization blew up any 
chance at a joint ticket. Cronkite even floated a trial balloon that year that he might run as 
independent candidate John Anderson’s running mate. 

But at times his emboldened sense of importance made him a conduit for the establishment. I 
remember watching him with the newly elected Jimmy Carter near an Oval Office fireplace, 



serving as master of ceremonies as he fielded radio calls. It was very cozy; all that was missing 
were hard-hitting questions. 

Cronkite came to regret handing the anchor reins to Dan Rather in 1981. “Rather and company 
shut me out from doing anything,” he complained. I remember listening to him rail against 
Rather in his Upper East Side apartment, his anger still palpable after so many years. 

On the day that CBS chairman Les Moonves fired several people over Rather’s botched story 
on George W. Bush and the National Guard—having already deposed Rather as anchor—
Cronkite barged into Moonves’s office and congratulated him on doing the right thing. Moonves 
was able to sleep that night, he recalled, because “Walter said it was OK.” 

Cronkite, of course, had been ruthless when he needed to be. But unlike Rather, who was 
frequently savaged by an army of critics and bloggers, Cronkite was an unassailable icon, 
America’s Uncle Walter, his occasional misconduct and bouts of bias shielded from public view. 

Brinkley’s book will undoubtedly tarnish the Cronkite legacy. But my admiration for the man is 
only partly diminished. Perhaps it is too easy to judge him by today’s standards, any more than 
we should condemn Thomas Jefferson for owning slaves. Perhaps he simply reflected his times, 
when some journalists and politicians quietly collaborated, when conflicts of interest were 
routinely tolerated, when a powerful media establishment could sweep its embarrassments 
under the rug. Cronkite thrived as television came of age, always protecting what we would now 
call his brand. That’s just the way it was. 

Fade To black. 



 
  

 



 
  
  
  
  
  

 


